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I.1

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW2

Q. Please state your name and business address, and tell us on whose behalf you 3

are testifying.4

A. I am James L. Crist, President of Lumen Group, Inc., a consulting firm focused on 5

regulatory and market issues, located at 4226 Yarmouth Drive, Suite 101, Allison 6

Park, Pennsylvania 15101.  I am presenting testimony on behalf of Interstate Gas 7

Supply of Illinois, Inc. (“IGS”) and Dominion Retail, Inc. (“Dominion”), 8

alternative retail gas suppliers (“ARGSs”), collectively the Retail Gas Suppliers 9

(“RGS”).10

11

Q. Please summarize your educational history and relevant business experience.12

A. I have over thirty years of experience in the energy markets.  Currently, I run a 13

consulting practice that for the past 17 years has focused on developing regulated 14

and deregulated energy company strategies, market strategies, and regulatory 15

issues.  During 2004 and 2005, I undertook a consulting assignment as the Vice 16
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President of Consumer Markets for ACN Energy.  ACN is a natural gas and 17

electricity marketer that is active in eight (8) states.  Prior to that, I worked at 18

three (3) major energy companies for a total of 19 years.  Most recently I was 19

Vice President of Marketing for Equitable Resources, an energy exploration, 20

production, transmission, distribution and marketing company.  In that function I 21

was responsible for the development of the strategy for customer choice programs 22

and oversaw the company’s participation in the first residential customer choice 23

program in Rock Valley, Iowa, in 1996.24

Prior to that, I was Vice President of Marketing for Citizens Utilities responsible 25

for natural gas, electric, water and wastewater marketing activities a several 26

service territories in the United States.  Under my direction, Citizens Utilities 27

initiated commercial and industrial transportation and supply services at its 28

natural gas operation in Arizona.  I directed significant natural gas supply 29

contracting activities with large industrial and commercial customers in Citizens 30

Utilities’ natural gas operation in Louisiana.31

From 1988 through 1994, I was the Marketing Director at Peoples Gas Light and 32

Coke Company (“Peoples”), where I was actively involved in many gas33

transportation programs as the company relaxed transportation requirements so 34

that residential customers would have supply choices.  In summary, I have 35

considerable experience, both in Illinois and nationally, involving customer 36

choice programs.37

38
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Q. On whose behalf are you testifying in this matter?39

A. I am testifying on behalf the Retail Gas Suppliers, comprised of IGS and 40

Dominion.  Each is an ARGS, certificated by the Illinois Commerce Commission 41

providing service to residential customers in Illinois.42

43

Q. Is IGS an active participant in the competitive energy markets in Illinois and 44

other states?45

A. Yes.  IGS is a licensed Alternative Retail Gas Supplier and is an active participant 46

in the Illinois competitive natural gas market, providing service to residential and 47

commercial customers in northern Illinois.  IGS has been actively engaged in 48

serving the Illinois natural gas market for almost ten years.  Interstate Gas Supply, 49

Inc., the parent company of IGS of Illinois, recently became a licensed Illinois 50

Alternative Retail Electric Supplier (see ICC Docket No. 11-0178) and intends to 51

become an active participant in the Illinois competitive electricity market.  IGS 52

currently serves gas customers in the service territories of Nicor Gas (“Nicor”) as53

well as in the service territories of Peoples and North Shore Gas Company 54

(“North Shore”).  In addition, IGS serves electric customers in the 55

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) service territory.  IGS also is an 56

active participant in competitive natural gas markets in eight other states and in a 57

total of seventeen public utility service areas.  As such, IGS has a strong interest 58

in the continued fair and consistent development of an efficient and robust 59

competitive energy marketplace in Illinois.60

61
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Q. Please describe Dominion.62

A. Dominion commenced operations in 1997 is a subsidiary of  Dominion 63

Resources, Inc.  Dominion is a licensed ARGS in Illinois, having received its 64

ARGS certification in 2002 and 2003 (Docket Nos. 02-0362 and 03-0257). At 65

present, Dominion serves approximately 40,000 mostly residential Illinois gas 66

customers on the Nicor and Peoples Gas systems. 67

68

Q. What are Dominion’s operations in other states?69

A. Dominion also a licensed natural gas supplier in the states of  Pennsylvania, Ohio, 70

Virginia, New Jersey, Maryland, New York, Connecticut and the District of 71

Columbia.  In addition to the 40,000 Illinois gas customers it currently serves, 72

Dominion sells natural gas to some 560,000 mostly residential and small 73

commercial customers in the states of Pennsylvania, Ohio, New Jersey and New 74

York.75

76

Q. Have you presented testimony before this Commission previously?77

A. Yes, I presented testimony in recent Nicor rate cases and related cases (ICC 78

Dockets 04-0779, 08-0363 and 09-0301), in the WPS/Peoples Energy merger case 79

(ICC Docket No. 06-0540), and in recent Peoples Energy rate cases (ICC Dockets 80

07-0241, 07-0242 (consol.) and 09-0166, 09-0167 (consol.)).  I also participated 81

in several ComEd rate cases over the past two years (ICC Docket Nos. 10-0138, 82

10-0138 (Rehearing), and 10-0467).83

84
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Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?85

A. My testimony discusses the next steps necessary to develop a competitive market 86

for residential and small commercial or “mass market” gas customers in the87

Ameren service territory.  88

89

Q. How is your testimony organized?90

A. My testimony is divided into three sections:91

The first section outlines the benefits of mass market competition.  This 92
includes benefits for all stakeholders, including customers and the utility, and93
discusses how competition furthers the policies of the Commission.94

The second section provides a brief overview of the successes of competition 95
in Illinois.  Although there are still many substantial improvements that can be 96
made, Illinois has significant experience in implementing competitive energy 97
markets and the results are, overall, very positive.  Indeed, Ameren already has 98
several critical the building blocks in place, upon which a properly-designed 99
competitive mass market for gas customers are be developed.100

The third and final section explains the necessary components of a 101
successful mass market choice program.  These components include: (1) 102
utility support, (2) proper allocation of commodity-related costs, (3) purchase of 103
receivables, and (4) appropriately adjusted prices to compare.  The presence of 104
all of these components will add to the success of a mass market choice 105
program.  106

107

Q. What are your conclusions?108

A. Given the substantial benefits of competition for all stakeholders, the Commission 109

and Ameren should make the development of a competitive natural gas mass 110

market in the Ameren service territory a significant priority.  The Commission 111

should direct Ameren to develop a residential and small commercial choice 112

program, consistent with the points set forth in this testimony.113

114
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II.115

ALL STAKEHOLDERS BENEFIT FROM COMPETITION116

Q. What is natural gas choice?117

A. Natural gas choice generally means that natural gas customers are given the 118

ability to choose their natural gas supplier through a competitive market.  Under 119

the traditional vertically integrated utility monopoly model, customers in a 120

specific service territory must receive all of their natural gas services (e.g. 121

distribution, billing, and supply) exclusively from the utility company.  In a122

competitive or “choice” market, however, the gas supply function is “unbundled” 123

from the other services generally provided by a utility.  The unbundling of the gas 124

supply function allows multiple gas suppliers (i.e. ARGSs) to compete to provide 125

natural gas supply services to customers.  Most choice programs also have a 126

default service provider (usually the utility) that retains a statutory obligation to 127

supply a customer with natural gas if the customer does not choose to receive 128

supply from an alternative supplier.  129

130

Q. Why is only the supply function unbundled in natural gas choice programs, 131

rather than unbundling all traditional utility functions?132

A. The natural gas supply function is the most often unbundled utility function 133

because supplying natural gas is a service that can be performed with relatively 134

low capital costs, as compared to other utility functions such as distribution and 135

billing, which have high capital costs.  The lower capital costs associated with 136

providing natural gas supply facilitate the entry of multiple natural gas suppliers 137
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into a properly structured competitive market, with the result that advantageous 138

price and product offerings can be made available to natural gas customers.  It is 139

conceivable that other natural gas utility services could be unbundled as well, but 140

the low capital costs make natural gas supply the most obvious component to be141

unbundled.142

143

Q. How does receiving natural gas supply from an alternative supplier affect the 144

customer’s relationship with the utility?145

A. In a properly designed mass market choice program, if the customer elects to 146

receive natural gas from an ARGS, the utility continues to provide all of the other 147

traditionally bundled services, including managing the distribution system, 148

balancing services, meter reading, responding to emergency calls, billing, 149

collecting receivables, managing the connection, disconnection process, and 150

overall general operation of the system.  151

152

Q. Are there many natural gas choice programs throughout the United States?153

A. Yes. According the United State Energy Information Agency (“EIA”), there are 154

approximately 5.1 million residential natural gas customers receiving natural gas 155

from a non-utility natural gas supplier.  That number represents approximately 156

15% of the total residential natural gas customers in the United States.  In 2009157

alone, the total number of natural gas choice residential customers increased by 158
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approximately 445,000 or by 9% over 2008.  As of the time of this testimony, 159

2009 was the last year the EIA reported on customer participation numbers.1160

161

Q. What are the benefits of natural gas choice programs?162

A. While there are a number of specific benefits to properly designed natural gas 163

choice programs to all stakeholders, the general benefit of natural gas competition 164

is that it encourages competition in the natural gas markets.  Competition 165

naturally incentivizes ARGSs to improve service to customers over time, which is 166

often reflected in lower pricing, alternative products, and better customer service, 167

among other improvements.  If an ARGS does not continuously innovate and 168

improve, the supplier will lose customers to those suppliers that do.  In contrast, 169

when customers only have one or very few options for natural gas supply, there is 170

limited incentive for innovation because customers cannot obtain service from 171

other suppliers that better serve the customers’ needs.  Further, ARGS innovation 172

tends to be copied by other natural gas suppliers, including (when permissible by 173

law) the utility. Thus, innovations “leak” to the rest of the market, causing the 174

overall services provided to the market to improve.  175

176

A. Customers Benefit From Competition177

Q. How do consumers benefit from competition?178

A. In a properly design competitive gas market, customers receive at least four 179

primarily benefits:180

                                                
1 See EIA web page on Natural Gas Residential Choice Programs at:
http://www.eia.gov/oil_gas/natural_gas/restructure/state/us.html
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 Customers have the opportunity to select lower rates that are offered by 181
ARGSs;  182

 ARGSs offer innovative solutions to price volatility, such as offering fixed 183
rate products, that the utility generally is prohibited from offering;184

 ARGSs develop innovative services to meet customer demands; and185

 ARGSs offer products that provide customers with innovative tools to deal 186
with risk management.187

188

Q. Please provide more detail about customers can benefit from lower prices 189

offered by an ARGS.190

A. In a properly designed competitive market, ARGSs face constant pressure to 191

obtain new customers currently taking utility standard offer service as an initial 192

matter, and then to secure new customers from the pool of customers that are 193

taking supply from other ARGSs.  That pressure creates a strong incentive for 194

each ARGS to be dynamic in finding ways to offer customers a lower price. 195

When an ARGS offers a price below the utility rate, a customer can switch to that 196

ARGS and thus pay less for natural gas supply.  Sometimes an ARGS will offer 197

guaranteed savings programs where the ARGS guarantees a certain amount of 198

savings over a period of time compared to what the customer would have paid 199

with the utility. 200

201

Q. Are ARGSs’ natural gas prices always below the rate the utility charges?  202

A. Depending on the market or product, for any particular customer, an individual 203

ARGS may not offer that customer prices below the utility rate (although in a 204

fully developed market, there is likely some ARGS that does).  For instance, a 205
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signature ARGS product is to offer a fixed rate, which in any given month (which 206

is the frequency with which Illinois gas utilities’ commodity price must change by 207

law) may or may not be below the utility rate.  However, customers may prefer 208

the fixed rate, even if it is higher than the utility rate in some months because the 209

customer will know that their fixed rate will not increase, as could (and frequently 210

does) happen with the utility variable rate.  211

Put another way, regardless of whether rates offered by a specific supplier are 212

higher or lower than the utility, the customer always has the option to remain on 213

the utility rate or return to the utility rate if no ARGS has offered a product that 214

better meets the customer’s needs.  Having a wide range of choices creates a 215

“win-win” for customers.  On one hand, if the gas supplier rate is lower than the 216

utility rate, or an ARGS rate is attractive for other reasons (i.e., because it is 217

fixed), a customer can switch to his or her ARGS of choice.  On the other hand, if 218

every single ARGS has a higher (or otherwise less desirable) rate at a given time 219

than the utility is offering, customers can stay with the utility or switch back to the 220

utility.  Customers cannot access this win-win scenario unless there is a robust 221

market of competing ARGSs to drive down prices or offer innovative products 222

and superior service.  223

224

Q. You mention that some ARGS offer fixed rates.  Can you explain fixed rate 225

offers and how they may benefit customers?226

A. Natural gas utilities traditionally offer only variable rates, meaning the rate 227

customers pay for natural gas varies from month to month, such as in Illinois.  228
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Variable rate fluctuations are usually correlated with the price of natural gas that 229

can be purchased on the New York Mercantile Exchange (“NYMEX”), or 230

physical gas purchase price.  In contrast, ARGSs often offer fixed rates for a 231

specific period of time, which means that a customer’s natural gas rate will not 232

change, regardless of whether natural gas prices move up or down.  Depending on 233

the ARGS, fixed rates last for a period as little as three (3) months or as long as 234

three (3) years, but often a fixed rate adds most value to customers when a rate 235

can be locked in through the winter months, during which most customers tend to 236

have the highest usage.  Fixed rates benefit a certain segment of customers,237

because fixed rates give those customers the peace of mind of knowing their price 238

for natural gas will not increase over a certain period of time.  Much like large 239

businesses that hedge their cost of fuel or other important commodities to protect 240

against adverse effects of major price swings, smaller customers also may wish to 241

lock in their price of gas so they can reliably budget their resources into the 242

future.  243

244

Q. Most utilities offer budget billing options.  Does budget billing fully protect 245

customers against fluctuating gas rates?246

A. No. Budget billing levelizes customer’s payments over the summer months 247

(which tend to be less) and the winter months (which tend to be more), but budget 248

billing cannot fully protect customers against fluctuating gas rates.  If the utility 249

gas rate rises, customers must over the course of the year pay more for their gas 250

even if the customer is on a budget billing program.  In other words, although a 251
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customer may avoid a particularly high bill in any given month, the customer is 252

still fully responsible for the cost of the commodity consumed.  Thus, the 253

customer is not truly “protected” from the higher rates.254

255

Q. What if a customer does not want to lock in a gas rate?256

A. One of the major advantages of a customer choice program is that while 257

alternative pricing products or lower rates may be available to customers, a 258

customer does not have to sign up for these products and can remain on the utility 259

rate if the customer does not perceive value from an ARGS offering. A robust and 260

competitive choice program often gives customers a multitude of options to 261

manage their energy needs; one of those options remains to “do nothing” and 262

remain on the utility rate. 263

264

Q. How do ARGSs offer innovative solutions to price volatility and risk 265

management?266

A. As the Commission has explained, an ARGS is not restricted to a rate that is 267

administratively set and procured pursuant to Commission supervision.  (See 2007 268

Annual Gas Report at 5 (discussing variety of ARGS products).)  Certain 269

customers may benefit from more or less price volatility -- based on factors 270

including the customer’s ability to avoid natural gas use -- and thus an ARGS can 271

tailor its products specifically designed and sold based on those sensitivities.  For 272

instance, a customer that uses natural gas to cook, but electricity for heat, will be 273

far less “volatility-sensitive” than a customer who has natural gas heat.  A 274
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customer who spends significant time away from home in the winter will be less 275

“volatility-sensitive” than a customer who rarely or never leaves his home.  276

Customers may be price-sensitive too.  Certain customers have a greater need for 277

price certainty, and would benefit from a fixed monthly bill, while other 278

customers have sufficient resources to endure high-priced months and reap the 279

benefits from lower-priced months (based on differential usage, floating prices, or 280

both).  Because customers cannot predict the weather in advance, customers 281

benefit from a pricing system tailored to their own usage.282

Finally, for customers for whom the utility rate is the best balance to meet their 283

preference, the utility will still provide service to customers who decide not to 284

switch to an ARGSs (i.e., “sales” customers).285

286

Q. Other than the products discussed above, are their other offerings made by 287

ARGSs that could benefit customers?288

A. Yes. In a properly structured competitive choice market, the ARGSs are 289

numerous and diverse, and there are often a multitude of different products 290

offered by ARGSs.  For instance, an ARGS may offer a “green product,” which 291

also includes the purchase of carbon off-sets to match the carbon emission from 292

the natural gas that is consumed by the customer.  An ARGS could also package 293

its services with demand response or energy efficiency products.  Of course, these 294

are just examples of some of the relatively more-established  products.  One of the 295

real benefits of competition is that ARGSs are incentivized to continuously work 296

with customers to develop new products and services to better satisfy customers.  297
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298

Q. How are ARGSs better able to respond to customer demands?299

A. Different customers within the same rate class (and thus subject to identical utility 300

treatment) want different products.  In a competitive market, consumers demand 301

products that fit their specific price and risk management profile.  (See 2007 302

Annual Gas Report at 4-5.)  Unlike a utility operating within its own service 303

territory, ARGSs are both legally and operationally free to dynamically meet the 304

customers’ demands.  (See id.)  Although it is sound policy for the Commission to 305

require a utility to offer a uniform product for a rate class, it is similarly sound 306

policy for the Commission to establish a structure in which ARGSs can develop 307

products or services designed to meet the preferences and needs of particular 308

customers and portions of the rate class that might choose to take advantage of the 309

benefits provided from a different product than the utility offering.  This process 310

enhances overall consumer welfare.311

In addition, ARGSs are incentivized to provide high-quality customer service in 312

order to survive over the long term.  An ARGS will have difficulty maintaining its 313

customer base if it provides sub-optimal customer service, no matter how 314

innovative its products are in the short term.315

316

Q. Are you suggesting that Ameren does not respond to the needs of its 317

customers or fails to provide high quality customer service?318

A. Not at all.  The point is that Ameren operates within a regulatory structure that, by 319

design, is necessarily more constrained and slower moving.  A properly designed 320
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competitive market is dynamic and naturally provides constant incentives to 321

ARGSs to provide lower-cost, better designed products as well as high-quality 322

customer service.323

324

Q. Has the Commission recognized the consumer benefits of competition?325

A. Yes.  The Commission consistently has supported and promoted fair and effective 326

competition in the Illinois natural gas market.  The Commission itself has noted 327

that it has “consistently advocate[d] the position that competitive forces, where 328

viable, best protect consumers’ interests.” (Annual Report on the Development of 329

Natural Gas Markets in Illinois, July 2007 (“2007 Annual Gas Report”), at 5, 330

available at http://www.icc.illinois.gov/reports/Results.aspx?t=4.)  Accordingly, 331

the Commission has determined that “Small volume transportation programs for 332

small commercial and residential customers are an important component of the 333

Illinois retail natural gas markets.”  (Id. at 6.)  Similarly, the Commission has 334

opposed actions that would have an “incrementally adverse impact on supply 335

competition” as “inconsistent with our policy of expanding customer choice.” 336

(ICC Docket Nos. 07-0241/-0242 (cons.), Final Order dated February 5, 2008 at 337

304.)338

339
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Q. Has the Illinois General Assembly articulated support of retail competition in 340

the Illinois energy markets?341

A. Yes.  Expanding choice corresponds to the specific pro-competitive requirements 342

of the Public Utilities Act.  In particular, the Alternative Gas Supplier Law (which 343

is part of the Act), 220 ILCS 5/19-100 et seq., requires that the Commission:344

 Promulgate rules for licensure of ARGS serving residential customers;345

 Develop consumer education materials directed to residential customers; and346

 Oversee and (through 2007) report on service to residential customers by 347

ARGS.348

It would be consistent with the General Assembly’s continued focus on expanding 349

and improving customer choice for the Commission to establish a mass market 350

choice program in the Ameren service territories.351

352

B. The Utility Benefits From Competition353

Q. How do utilities benefit from competition?354

A. There are at least three primary ways that utilities benefit from properly designed 355

competitive markets for natural gas:356

 A portion of the utilities’ supply-related risk is shifted to ARGSs;357

 Utilities can recover their costs related to competitive choice programs; and358

 Combined utilities such as Ameren can leverage and expand their electric-side 359
choice programs.360

361
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Q. How do utilities avoid supply-related risk under a properly designed choice 362

program?363

A. The commodity supply component of natural gas utilities’ standard offer service 364

is a “virtually no-upside” transaction.  Although utilities have the potential to 365

fully recover their costs related to supply procurement and related functions, the 366

utility faces the risk of having supply choices -- including procurement and 367

hedging -- second-guessed and potentially disallowed by the Commission.  At 368

best, the utility is able to pass through 100% of its costs; at worst, it takes a loss 369

by having some percentage of supply costs disallowed as unreasonable, 370

imprudent, or otherwise unrecoverable.  The percentage of at-risk supply costs 371

represents a “bigger” financial risk when the utility’s overall supply obligation is 372

larger, and a “smaller” financial risk when the utility’s overall supply obligation is 373

smaller. 374

Therefore, to the extent that a utility’s supply obligation is reduced as a result of 375

customers switching from the utility to ARGSs, the utility’s risk associated with 376

failure to recover 100% of its costs relating to supply procurement is 377

proportionately reduced (all other things being equal).  378

In its direct testimony, Ameren discussed at some length the risk (particularly379

weather-related risk) that it faces for recovery of volumetric delivery charges.  380

(See, e.g., Ameren Ex. 3.0G at 53:986-56:1047.)  Although supply-related risk is 381

different from (and thus does not directly impact) volumetric delivery recovery 382

risk, reducing Ameren’s supply risk should contribute to lowering Ameren’s 383

overall risk profile.  384
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385

Q. How do utilities recover their costs related to competition?386

A. The utility recovers competition-related costs in two ways.  First, to the extent 387

that the utility has remaining supply obligations, nothing about allowing 388

competition changes the utility’s ability to recover the costs that it does incur with 389

regard to supply.  Second, to the extent that a utility incurs costs related to 390

supporting a customer choice program, the utility can and should recover those 391

costs from the customers who have the option to participate in the choice 392

program.393

394

Q. Are there any examples in Illinois of utilities being able to recover choice 395

program costs?396

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas currently recovers all of its costs from its choice program --397

known as “Customer Select” -- from all ratepayers who have the option to 398

participate in that program.  (See ICC Docket No. 08-0363, Final Order at 127-399

128.)  That approach rests upon the fair and equitable principle that the cost of a 400

choice program should be spread among all customers that have the option to 401

benefit from that program.  The bottom line, however, is that no parties dispute 402

the utility’s right to fully recover the reasonable and prudent costs incurred in 403

support of facilitating competition.  404

405
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Q. How can combined gas and electric utilities such as Ameren leverage their 406

electric choice program?407

A. A combined utility can more efficiently communicate with and educate customers408

when there is competition for both the gas and electric commodities.  One of the 409

challenges of a choice program is customer education and familiarizing a 410

customer with energy options.  With both an electric and gas choice program, the 411

customer education can be combined, and thus will be more efficient and cost-412

effective.  Furthermore, customers who have a successful experience choosing in 413

either gas or electric will be more likely to inform themselves as to the options in 414

the other realm.  Additionally, a utility operating choice programs in both the 415

natural gas and electric markets would have the opportunity to realize potential 416

efficiencies relating to combined activities relating to customer billing, purchase 417

of receivables, and similar aspects of its operations.418

419

III.420

COMPETITION IN OTHER STATES HAS BENEFITTED CONSUMERS421

Q. Is there evidence natural gas choice programs have been beneficial in other 422

states?423

A. Yes.  For example, as two of the largest natural gas suppliers in the Ohio market,424

IGS and Dominion have substantial firsthand experience with the many benefits 425

choice programs have brought to Ohio customers.  Columbia Gas of Ohio, Duke 426

Energy of Ohio and Dominion East Ohio all have had residential choice programs 427

since 1997.  Vectren Energy Delivery of Ohio (“Vectren”) began its mass market 428
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choice program in 2003.  Both IGS and Dominion have participated extensively 429

in developing the mass market choice programs for those utilities.  430

431

Q. Have the natural choice programs been successful in Ohio?  432

A. Yes.  All four major utilities in the State of Ohio have successful natural gas 433

choice programs.  Ohio natural gas choice has been successful, not only in terms 434

of customer and ARGS participation, but also in cost savings for customers.  Ohio 435

has one of the highest participation rates in customer choice programs in the 436

country.  By 2010, Ohio had an over 50% choice participation rate for natural gas 437

customers. Further, in both the Dominion East Ohio and Vectren service 438

territories, all customers are being served by an ARGSs, either by voluntary 439

participation in the choice programs, or through standard choice offer (“SCO”) 440

auctions conducted by the utility for ARGS to serve residential customers.  The 441

Ohio SCO auction is similar in concept to how the Illinois Power Agency (“IPA”) 442

procures electricity for ComEd and Ameren electric customers, although the IPA 443

solicits bids from wholesalers. The creation of the SCO auction was the result of 444

supplier involvement in the market that followed the development of the 445

competitive market--another example of how ARGSs have provided innovations 446

in the market beyond price.447

448

Q. Have Ohio customers seen benefits from Choice programs?449

A. Yes.  Notably, benefits to Ohio customers from natural gas choice have not been 450

limited to just saving money.  For example, there are multiple suppliers offering 451
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customers a number of different products in the market.  ARGS offerings include: 452

fixed rate products, variable price products, and variable price products with a 453

price cap over a given period of time.  These products allow customers to manage 454

their own risks to match their unique needs.  Further, ARGSs in Ohio often offer 455

ancillary products including utility line warranty and repair, and demand response 456

and energy efficiency services.  These services are complementary to the ARGSs’457

energy services.  The number and the diversity of complementary energy products 458

would likely be much less were it not for natural gas Choice in Ohio.  459

460

Q. Do you believe the benefits of mass market customer choice programs can be 461

achieved for Ameren gas customers as well?462

A. Yes.  Customers in Ameren will receive the benefits of natural gas choice as long 463

as a choice program in structured in such a way to facilitates a fair and 464

competitive markets.  An explanation of how this can be achieved later is covered 465

later in this testimony.466

467

IV.468

RESIDENTIAL COMPETITION IN ILLINOIS IS NOT YET FULLY 469
DEVELOPED, AND CUSTOMERS WOULD BENEFIT FROM EXPANSION470

Q. How did residential competition develop in Illinois?471

A. The Commission provided an excellent summary of the development of 472

residential competition in the 2007 Annual Gas Report:473

In 1997, Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company (“Peoples”) filed 474
small volume transportation tariffs that later become known as the 475
“Choices For You” program. In 2000, the Commission approved 476
Peoples’ filing to institute a permanent unbundling program for all 477
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non-residential customers with an annual consumption of less than 478
50,000 therms. In 2002, the Commission approved Peoples and 479
North Shore’s plan to phase in residential “Choices For You” as a 480
pilot program from May 2002 through April 2005. The 481
participation limits on the “Choices For You” program were 482
eliminated in 2005. Peoples Gas and North Shore filed for several 483
changes in the “Choices For You” program in their rate case in 484
March 2007.485

In 1997, the Commission approved Nicor's “Customer Select” pilot 486
program and Supplier Aggregation Service. These tariffs allowed 487
Nicor to offer a pilot transportation program to small volume 488
industrial and commercial customers. Nicor received Commission 489
approval to expand the availability of its program to approximately 490
65,000 industrial and commercial customers and 80,000 residential 491
customers in September 1998. Residential customers were allowed 492
to choose their own natural gas supplier in Nicor’s service territory 493
starting in May 1999. In July 2001, the Commission allowed Nicor 494
to make Customer Select permanent, and on March 1, 2002, 495
Customer Select was available to all of the nearly two million 496
residential, commercial, and industrial customers in Nicor’s 497
service territory.498

(2007 Annual Gas Report at 7.)499

500

Q. What are the most recent available switching statistics?501

A. The Commission’s Customer Service Division’s 2010 Annual Report (available at 502

http://www.icc.illinois.gov/reports/Results.aspx?t=7) reports as follows:503

Nicor Gas reports that approximately 206,350 residential and 504
34,100 non-residential customers chose alternative gas suppliers 505
through the Customer Select Program during 2010. Peoples Gas 506
indicates that approximately 54,780 residential and 9,400 non-507
residential customers chose alternative gas suppliers through the 508
Choices For You Program. North Shore Gas reports approximately 509
11,450 residential and 1,000 non-residential customers chose 510
alternative gas suppliers.511

(Id. at 22.)  The Commission released the 2010 Annual report on June 6, 2011.  In 512

comparison, the statistics for 2006, according to the 2007 Annual Gas Report, 513
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were as follows: 166,332 for Nicor Gas, 28,093 for Peoples, and 3,792 for North 514

Shore.  (See 2007 Annual Gas Report at 8.)515

516

Q. What conclusions should the Commission draw from the switching statistics?517

A. There are two main conclusions that the Commission should draw that from the 518

switching statistics.  First, the higher volume of switching customers in the Nicor 519

service territory is consistent with Nicor’s competitive market design being 520

superior to that of the Peoples and North Shore.  (Compare ICC Docket No. 08-521

0363, Final Order dated March 25, 2009 at 127-128 (describing features of 522

Memorandum of Understanding) and ICC Docket No. 08-0363 Nicor Gas Ex. 523

29.3 (Memorandum of Understanding) with ICC Docket Nos. 09-0166/-0167, 524

Final Order dated January 21, 2010 at 241-272 (not yet adopting all of the Nicor 525

Gas service territory rules as reflected in Nicor Gas Memorandum of 526

Understanding).)527

Second, although all the utilities could significantly improve the competitive 528

landscape by adding features such as Purchase of Receivables (“POR”), the 529

benefits of competition are so great that some customers will find value in 530

switching even in a sub-optimal competitive environment.  The optimal 531

conditions for a competitive market are discussed later in this testimony.532

533
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Q. Is there any experience that Ameren has that it could draw on in introducing 534

competition for residential natural gas customers?535

A. Yes. Ameren has substantial experience with competition.  In fact, my 536

understanding is that Ameren was the first Illinois utility to successfully 537

implement a POR tariff, which Ameren did on its electric side of its operations.  538

(See ICC Docket Nos. 08-0619 to -0621 (cons.), Final Order dated August 19, 539

2009.)  As described below, POR is very important for the proper functioning of a 540

competitive market, and it is significant that Ameren already has extensive 541

experience in both the creation and operation of a POR program.542

Beyond the POR program, Ameren also has substantial experience in other 543

aspects of the competitive marketplace that will translate to residential natural gas 544

choice.  For example, Ameren’s Rider T (providing for choice among large 545

volume transportation customers) has been operating for at least as long as IGS 546

and Dominion have been in the Illinois market, and my understanding is that it 547

has been around significantly longer than that.  In addition, on the electric side, 548

Ameren allows customer choice for all customer classes, and has seen 549

significantly increasing participation from Alternative Retail Electric Suppliers 550

for larger customers.  My understanding is that although some market attributes 551

have development of residential competition more difficult on the electric side, 552

such barriers are not currently in place on the gas side.  (See, e.g., ICC Docket No. 553

07-0165, Final Order dated October 11, 2007 at 27-28.)554

555
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V.556

AMEREN HAS THE ABILITY TO DESIGN AN OPTIMAL 557
COMPETITIVE MARKET FOR MAXIMUM STAKEHOLDER BENEFIT558

Q. Do you have any specific suggestions for the design of a natural gas choice 559

program?560

A. Yes.  IGS and Dominion have participated in natural gas choice programs 561

throughout the United States for over 20 years.  Over those years we have seen 562

choice programs that have been very successful and choice programs that have 563

not been successful.  The choice programs that have been successful are all 564

structured around the principles discussed above and have many of the same 565

characteristics.  Implementation of these principles is important -- it ensures that 566

the program has the right mechanics in place to provide the right signals to 567

customers and other stakeholders to encourage robust market development and 568

provide the benefits described above.569

570

Q. What are the essential elements of a well-designed and successful competitive 571

market?572

A. There are at least four primary elements that are included in well-designed and 573

successful competitive markets:574

 Utility support;575

 Purchase of Receivables;576

 Fair allocation of commodity-related costs; and577

 A properly-adjusted price-to-compare.578
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With those four elements working in synergy, the market structure will minimize 579

costs of entry (allowing in more competitors) -- resulting in savings that get 580

passed along to consumers based upon downward price pressure and a wider 581

range of available products and services -- and allow for a free flow of 582

information to allow consumers to make informed decisions.  583

584

A. Utility Support Of Competition And The585
Competitive Marketplace Is A Critical Ingredient586

Q. Why is it essential for the utility to support competition within its service 587

territory?588

A. Utility support is essential for a robust choice program for a number of reasons.  589

First, there is a retrospective aspect: utility support means that a utility is fully 590

recovering its costs, which is an essential part of any choice program, residential 591

or otherwise.  A program simply will not be sustainable without full utility cost 592

recovery.  Second, a utility that provides support for a choice program is more 593

likely to develop and implement policies and more willingly accept regulatory 594

policies and decisions from the Commission that facilitate the ongoing 595

improvement in the competitive market that is required for long-term viability.596

597

Q. What role does a utility play in long-term choice program viability?598

A. The utility plays at least three critical roles in mass market choice programs.  599

First, utility customer service representatives or CSRs can play a lead role in 600

educating the customer about choice through answering questions and explaining 601

the program.  Second, the utility will continue to bill customers on behalf of the 602
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ARGSs, and serve as one of the customers’ points of contact regarding their 603

natural gas service.  Finally, the first attempt at tariffs rarely (if ever) leads to 604

perfect initial results; a utility that is receptive to suggested improvements ensures 605

that the competitive market will continue to grow, eliminating barriers to 606

competition or opportunities for gaming or abuses in the process.607

608

Q. Does the Commission have any role in securing and preserving utility 609

support for choice?610

A. The Commission can play a significant role in supporting mass market customer 611

choice, mostly by remaining consistent with its pro-competition policies.  First, 612

the Commission can ensure that it approves tariffs that entitle a utility to full cost 613

recovery, and that those costs are recovered from the proper customer classes.  614

Second, the Commission can continue to issue reports and Orders with pro-615

competition directives that provide utilities with achievable goals.  Clear 616

statements such as the ones quoted earlier in this testimony provide utilities with 617

the security to know that the Commission will support the utility’s choice to 618

embrace residential competition.619

620

B. Utility Allocation Of Commodity-Related Costs Must 621
Ensure Full Utility Recovery, While Avoiding Subsidies622

Q. What sort of costs must a utility allocate for ARGSs customers?623

A. There is a delicate balance for allocation of commodity-related costs.  On one 624

hand, the utility no longer purchases gas for the choice customer, or performs any 625

of the related services, which includes storage and balancing of that commodity.  626
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On the other hand, in order for choice to work -- and as Ameren has experienced627

with its larger customers who are eligible large volume transportation -- ARGS do 628

require access to utility pipeline and storage assets and incur related costs (such as 629

balancing).  In order to send proper price signals, which are discussed in more 630

detail later in this testimony, ARGSs’ customers must pay their fair share of 631

system asset and related costs, but not pay for system asset costs related to sales 632

customers’ commodity.633

634

Q. Would it be fair to say that the balance is to avoid a subsidy that either 635

unfairly burdens or benefits choice or sales customers?636

A. Yes.  The ultimate goal is to avoid cross-subsidization.  On one hand, choice 637

customers should only pay for the costs that they cause, and not for those costs 638

related to sales customers.  On the other hand, as has been emphasized, the utility 639

should not face a penalty or loss from facilitating a competitive market, and there 640

should not be subsidies benefitting choice customers at the expense of utility sales 641

customers.642

643

Q. Are there any special considerations for pipeline asset allocation?644

A. Yes.  Pipeline assets are paid for by all customers, whether sales or choice.  This 645

makes sense, because all customers need access to pipelines in order to receive 646

natural gas.  Thus, all customers need access to (i.e. allocation of) pipeline assets, 647

whether the customers are sales or choice customers.  Unless both sales and 648
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choice customers are allocated assets at the proper levels, a cross-subsidy between 649

sales and choice customers would result.650

651

Q. Is there one, single way to allocate pipeline and storage assets?652

A. No.  Methods for recovering utility pipeline and storage (and related) costs 653

incurred in support of ARGS customers include:654

 An “asset follows the customer” approach for cost recovery;655

 A “baseload flat delivery” model for asset utilization; and656

 A mixture of asset assignment and delivery requirement.657

658

Q. Can you explain the “assets follow the customer” approach to cost recovery?659

A. Under the “assets for the customer” method of cost recovery, each ARGS is given 660

control of the utility storage and pipeline assets in proportion the percentage of 661

retail load served by the ARGS.  This enables an ARGS to manage its own 662

deliveries into the utility system.  To determine asset allocation, each pipeline and 663

storage contract is attributed to a peak day.  The asset is then assigned to the 664

migrated customer based on the peak day attribution on a recallable basis.  The 665

ARGS serving the migrated choice customer then is granted utilization of that 666

asset in the allocated proportion to serve the customer’s delivery needs.  Because667

residential customer are pooled, and migration to and from pools is dynamic, the 668

utility can “reallocate” assets on a periodic basis to ensure the proper asset mix 669

and allocation of costs.670

671
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Q. Can you please explain baseload flat delivery model for utility asset 672

utilization?673

A. Under this model, the utility requires an ARGS to deliver a flat amount of gas per 674

day, which represents 1/365th of the ARGS’s expected annual retail load.  The 675

ARGS then delivers this same amount of gas each day into the utility system, 676

which essentially would result in an ARGS over-delivering into the system in the 677

summer months and an under-delivering into the winter months.  When the sum 678

total of yearly deliveries is considered, the net delivery is expected to match the 679

ARGS’s annual load.  At the end of the year, there would be an annual true-up 680

mechanism to compensate the ARGS for gas over-delivered into the system, and 681

to charge the ARGS if it under-delivered gas into the system.  For this approach to 682

work, the true-up mechanism should not be punitive as long as the ARGS met its 683

delivery requirements, based on the utilities’ forecasts.  684

Under this scenario, the utility retains the storage and pipeline assets and manages 685

the system and balances the differences between deliveries and usages.  Only 686

minimum baseload level assets are assigned to ARGS to help ensure that the daily 687

deliveries into the system can be made and that costs are allocated properly.688

689

Q. Can you explain the model where there is a mixture of asset assignment to690

ARGS and ARGS delivery requirement?691

A. Under this model, ARGS are given a daily and monthly range of gas that they 692

must deliver into the system.   ARGS also take an assignment on some pipeline 693

and storage assets, but not the full amount attributable to the peak day mix held by 694
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the utility.  ARGS continue to deliver to a heat sensitive curve (as opposed to a 695

base delivery method) but have the flexibility on a daily and monthly basis to 696

over/under deliver within a predetermined tolerance.  For this approach to work, 697

reconciliations for over- or under-delivery should not be punitive, as long as the 698

ARGS deliveries remain within the tolerances.699

700

Q. Of these three methods, which is the best way to allocate pipeline and storage 701

assets in a choice program?702

A. Generally all three methods are a reasonable way to allocate pipeline and storage 703

assets.  However, a method that allows an ARGS to take control of all the assets 704

needed to meet the customer’s needs is preferable, because it allows each ARGS 705

to align deliveries with the ARGS’s changing customer pool and varying 706

temperature based demand.  A system that requires a flat delivery of gas each day 707

does not give an ARGS the flexibility to modify deliveries if actual usage varies 708

from expected usage; therefore if a base load delivery system is used, a 709

mechanism to modify deliveries based on actual demand should be incorporated 710

into the model.   It is important that the ARGS have the pipeline capacity and 711

storage assets comparable to the system assets that are used to meet the needs of 712

sales customers, so that the ARGS is not at a competitive disadvantage to the 713

utility.714

715
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C. Purchase Of Receivables Is A Necessary Component 716
In A Properly Designed Competitive Residential Market717

1. Background718

Q. What is a purchase of receivables program?719

A. A purchase of receivables or “POR” program establishes a mechanism for a utility 720

such as Ameren to purchase customer account receivables from an ARGS.  In a 721

POR program, the gas utility typically pays the ARGS for all of its receivables, 722

usually either minus a discount or a ARGSs uncollectible accounts flow through a 723

mechanism which collect uncollectible expense from all customers. Once the 724

ARGS delivers the natural gas into the utility system and the billing cycle is 725

closed and an account receivable generated.  In the purest programs, the utility 726

becomes the owner of the receivable owed by the customer, so would apply all 727

the same rules and processes to that receivable as it would for receivables owed to 728

it by sales customers.  As discussed in greater detail below, a POR program 729

fosters competition by leveling the playing field between the utility sales rate and 730

ARGS while lowering the cost of ARGSs to serve customers without generating 731

new charges.732

733

Q. What happens in the event a customer does not pay for the amount owed on 734

a receivable account?735

A. Under a POR program, the utility purchases the receivables without recourse 736

against the ARGS, meaning the utility takes on all rights and obligations to collect 737

on the account.  In a typical program, the receivable is purchased under an 738

agreement between the utility and the ARGS which will make it clear that the 739
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receivable, usually from the time the gas is delivered to the customer and 740

consumed forward, is transferred to the utility free and clear of any claims, liens 741

or encumbrances and the full title and ownership of the receivable moves to the 742

utility, in exchange back to the supplier for a payable to the ARGS.  In a typical 743

program, the payable owed back to the ARGS would be at a slightly discounted 744

rate.  With the agreement in place and the receivable generated, the utility has the 745

obligation to pay the ARGS for the receivable minus any discount, and the utility 746

can manage the receivable according to its customary practices as the owner of 747

the receivable.  748

749

Q. Can you explain the concept of a discount rate on a purchased receivable 750

account?751

A. Yes.  Before the advent of transportation programs, utilities often would recover 752

uncollectible costs through base rates.  With choice programs, a number of cost 753

allocation methods needed to be reviewed (including how uncollectibles were 754

recovered) so as not to disadvantage choice customers in favor of non-choice 755

customers.  In many instances, the uncollectibles were removed from base rates 756

and recovered through gas cost commodity rates, or partially through the 757

purchased gas adjustment (“PGA”) mechanism and base rates (splitting 758

distribution related charges from commodity related charges), or even through a 759

rider mechanism.  As choice programs developed, POR also became a part of 760

most programs, and in an attempt to ensure that all customers were paying for the 761

uncollectibles on an equitable basis, in many instances the utility would calculate 762
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a system-wide uncollectible rate, and would recover the costs from sales 763

customers through the PGA charges and from choice customers from the ARGS 764

through a comparable discount to the receivable.  When this methodology is 765

employed, the typical system discount rate would be under 2%, varying for the 766

most part annually based upon actual system experience.  In instances where a 767

uncollectible cost tracker was available, all customers in a rate class to which the 768

rider was applicable simply paid the rider charge, with no discount to the 769

receivable.  770

771

Q. What types of customers usually are included in a POR program?772

A. Typically, a POR program includes all mass market (e.g., residential and small 773

commercial) customers.  These are customers for whom it might otherwise be 774

very expensive for a non-utility affiliated ARGS to provide billing and collections775

service.776

777

2. All Ratepayers Would Benefit778
from A Well-Functioning POR Program779

Q. Please explain why a POR program is important for ratepayers.780

A. All ratepayers can benefit from a well-functioning POR program.  Utilities 781

already have systems, paid for by all customers through base rates and monthly 782

customer charges, including IT, labor and other systems in place to manage all 783

aspects of the order to cash process.  They also have in place all of the consumer 784

protection protocols related to collecting on owed receivables.  All of this has to 785

be duplicated by the ARGS, and each ARGS has to develop its own systems and 786
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employ its own labor to engage in the same activities.  Because choice customers 787

already pay for all of these systems and labor, to also pay for it through their 788

commodity rate from an ARGS creates inefficiencies and inequities. With the 789

ability to terminate a customer’s natural gas service, utilities also have an inherent 790

advantage which can help to increase the utilities’ success rate when collecting on 791

past due accounts. Given the existing systems and tools available to the utility that 792

are simply not available to the ARGS (such as the ability to disconnect for non-793

payment) the efficiencies lost without a POR program are more difficult to 794

overcome.  795

796

Q. How would POR fit within the residential market design discussed above?797

A. POR is a necessary component to enable Ameren to comprehensively service the 798

billing and collections process.  This step would streamline the collections process 799

in a manner that would lessen potential customer confusion regarding billing 800

issues, since a customer would always have only one billing point of contact (i.e., 801

the utility), even if the customer is delinquent in paying for an ARGS’s supply of 802

natural gas.  803

Importantly, POR would not lead to additional costs for the utilities or ratepayers; 804

to the contrary, it would make the competitive market more efficient, enabling the 805

ARGSs to then pass savings on to customers through lower prices.  With POR, 806

ARGS offers are available to all customers instead of just those that consistently 807

pay their bills on time.  POR also would free ARGSs from the job of collections 808

and allow ARGSs to focus on what they do best: supply natural gas to customers. 809
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Again, the likely result is a more efficient competitive market, resulting in lower 810

price options for customers and options for customers that today would not 811

otherwise be available.812

813

Q. How would POR affect the competitive market for residential customers?814

A. A POR program would level the playing field so that ARGSs can effectively 815

compete against Ameren to supply natural gas to customers.  Utilities have 816

inherent advantages when it comes to collecting outstanding accounts from 817

customers.  Without the leveling effects of a POR program, it is more difficult for 818

ARGSs to compete with the utility, and ultimately fewer ARGSs will enter into 819

the market because it is not cost effective to do so.  This result would be directly 820

contrary to long-standing Commission policy that favors the development of the 821

competitive market.822

823

Q. Do other utilities have POR programs?824

A. Yes.  In fact, Illinois is unique -- among all states that have developed choice 825

programs available for residential and small commercial natural gas customers, 826

only Illinois lacks POR programs for its gas utilities.  Illinois does have POR for 827

its electric utilities, including Ameren.  POR programs are operating in virtually 828

all other utility service territories where there is competition -- electric and natural 829

gas utilities.  For example, all of the following choice programs offer POR in 830

natural gas: (Michigan: Michcon and Consumers); Ohio (Dominion East Ohio; 831

Columbia Gas of Ohio, Duke Energy Ohio, Vectren Energy Delivery Ohio); 832
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Kentucky (Columbia Gas of Kentucky); Indiana (NIPSCO, which now includes 833

Kokomo and NIFFL); Pennsylvania (Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania, Peoples, 834

National Fuel PA); New York (ConEd, National Fuel NY, National Grid, Orange 835

& Rockland; Central Hudson, Keyspan; Rochester Gas); Maryland (Baltimore 836

Gas  & Electric, Washington Gas & Light); Virginia (Columbia Gas of Virginia).  837

In each instance, the addition of POR expanded the participation in the program 838

by competitive suppliers like those in RGS, and in each instance following 839

development of POR, migration rates increased.  840

841

Q. Do ratepayers currently pay the cost of uncollectible expense?842

A. Yes.  Ameren ratepayers currently pay the cost of uncollectible expense and will 843

continue to pay an uncollectable expense, regardless of whether there is a choice 844

program.  However, in utilities that do have choice but not POR, choice customers 845

do not make a significant contribution to utilities’ uncollectable expense.846

847

Q. Can you provide more detail about the specific benefits of a POR program?848

A. There are many specific consumer benefits to implementing a POR program, 849

including:850

 Reduced customer confusion regarding collections.  POR allows one 851
company (the utility) to provide a consolidated bill for supply and delivery852
charges and follow through with the customer on all collections issues 853
associated with that bill, thus reducing customer confusion.  There would no 854
longer be a potentially confusing switch from the utility billing to the ARGS 855
attempting to collect.  Further, POR avoids: the potential complications of 856
proration where misapplications of payments occur; problematic 857
synchronization of receivable balances between the utility and supplier; and 858
the potential of inconsistent information being provided to consumers.859
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 Reduced overall costs, through leveraging existing systems.  With POR, 860
the utility leverages already-existing infrastructure to manage receivables, 861
including: IT, HR, Accounting, Call Center, Telephonic, Collections, and 862
Field Systems to handle the receivable throughout the lifecycle.  Without 863
POR, ARGS must duplicate these systems, increasing overall costs.864

 Continuity of message and consistency in treatment of receivables.  When 865
the utility owns the receivable, each customer is subject to the same rules, 866
efforts, and processes.  This allows for the same protections for all customers, 867
and continuity and consistency in collections efforts, without duplication or 868
conflicting messages.  869

 Reduction of overall uncollectible expenses.  Without POR, ARGSs have to 870
focus on enrolling only the most creditworthy individuals, which concentrates 871
the best paying customers with ARGSs, leaving the more credit challenged 872
customers with the utility.  This disadvantages the slower paying customers 873
who have a higher incidence of not pay their bills, eliminating or greatly 874
reducing their access to the competitive market and the products only offered 875
on the competitive market (such as fixed bill or guaranteed savings products).  876
With POR, these concerns are greatly mitigated and higher credit risk 877
customers gain much greater access to the competitive market. 878

 Efficient utilization of effective recovery tools.  Utilities have tools 879
available to them to ensure most consumers that can pay for their natural gas 880
do pay for their natural gas, the most effective of which is the ability to 881
ultimately disconnect service for non-payment and require payment of past 882
due amounts and/or security deposits to allow reconnection to occur.  883
Suppliers do not have this tool available to them.884

 Equitable application of uncollectible expense mechanisms.  Utilities 885
typically are permitted to charge all uncollectibles to ratepayers, so a utility 886
would have a mechanism that would keep it whole on its uncollected 887
receivables.  By maintaining these receivables within the utility system, all 888
ratepayers would be responsible for an equitable proportion of that expense, 889
without shifting that burden to any subset of customers.  890

 Diminished counterparty risk.  One of the risks that ARGSs currently must 891
factor into their pricing is the risk that their counterparties will not be in a 892
position to pay their bills.  Counterparty risk is greatly diminished through a 893
POR program.  Since utilities are regulated entities that have a regulated 894
return on capital, they are financially stable entities.  The regulated nature of a895
utility not only ensures it will recover costs associated with doing business, 896
but also will experience a consistent rate of return through economic cycles of 897
growth and contraction.  With POR, where the counterparty is a regulated 898
utility, with an approved rate of return, an ARGS's counterparty risk is 899
virtually zero.  Again, this is not just a benefit to ARGSs – it creates the 900
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conditions for a more vibrant competitive market that will provide benefits to 901
customers.902

903

Q. You say that ARGSs will pass on their cost and risk reduction by lowering 904

customer prices.  How can you be sure of this?905

A. In a more competitive natural gas market, ARGSs will have to reduce prices if 906

they wish to remain competitive with other suppliers or the utility standard service 907

offer price.  Currently in Illinois, many ARGSs are not offering products because 908

their costs are too high to be profitable.  For example, although IGS serves 909

customers in both the Peoples and North Shore service territories and in the Nicor 910

service territory, IGS has discontinued a multi-year program of offering a 911

discounted rate off the utility rate because of the limited market available to it 912

without POR.  Likewise, Dominion does not offer a multi-year discount rate.  In 913

both the Peoples and North Shore service territories, IGS makes no offers to 914

residential customers and will likely not make offers until and unless POR is 915

achieved, and Dominion maintains only a limited number of customers.  Because 916

of the costs associated with marketing to, acquiring and maintaining customer 917

relationships, with all the inequities that exist in the market without POR (or 918

further unbundling of the related costs), RGS will focus their efforts in other 919

markets.  920

If Ameren were to develop a properly designed competitive market with POR, it921

would become a very attractive market.  With a POR program, ARGSs will be 922

able to enter the market offering a lower price to customers.  As more ARGSs923

enter the market, the existing ARGSs will have to lower their prices and create 924
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new, innovative products in response to customer needs if they wish to be 925

competitive.  Downward price pressure is good for customers.  Based upon over a 926

decade of experience in competitive energy markets, it is clear that this is the way 927

that markets work.  In New York and Pennsylvania, after Commission 928

announcements that encouraged the utilities to implement POR programs and 929

POR programs were implemented, many new suppliers entered those markets and 930

migration has trended upwards.931

932

3. A POR Program Is Important For Maintaining 933
Competitive Balance Between Utilities And ARGSs934

Q. You mentioned that utilities have an advantage when it comes to customer 935

collections.  Can you explain this?936

A. Certainly.  Not only do utilities have pre-existing organizational infrastructure, 937

paid for by ratepayers, designed to deal with collections from customers within 938

their service territories; they also have various tools and programs at their 939

disposal, created as a result of policy decisions of the state, that are specifically 940

designed to facilitate collections from customers within their service territories.  941

In particular, utilities such as Ameren are better suited for collections because 942

they have been greater recourse than ARGSs in the event a customer does not pay 943

a bill.  Most prominently, the utility can shut off a customer’s gas supply for non-944

payment, whereas an ARGS cannot take this step.  The only practical recourse an 945

ARGS has is to stop supplying gas to the customer and turn the account back to 946

the utility.  However, that action provides little or no incentive for a delinquent 947

customer to actually pay the ARGS’s outstanding receivable; in this scenario, the 948
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delinquent customer will continue to have gas delivered to his or her home by the 949

utility and can essentially disregard the delinquent account with the ARGS at no 950

risk of losing natural gas service.  To be clear, as a general matter, IGS and 951

Dominion are not in favor of customers losing natural gas service.  However, the 952

reality of the business of providing natural gas service requires a fair 953

characterization of how the market works, including collections mechanisms.  954

Within that context, it is important to recognize that an important tool in 955

motivating customers to pay bills is the possibility that ultimately natural gas 956

service could be terminated for non-payment – a utility has that tool at its 957

disposal, while an ARGS does not. 958

959

Q. Are there other reasons why it is easier for utilities to collect from 960

customers?961

A. Yes.  Utilities such as Ameren already have existing collections infrastructure, 962

funded through rates that are paid by sales, transportation, and (if choice is 963

adopted) choice customers.  This infrastructure includes components such as a 964

call center, IT, accounting software, and employees that are dedicated to 965

collecting delinquent accounts.  ARGSs do not have the benefit of preexisting 966

collections infrastructure funded by all utility ratepayers.  Rather, an ARGS 967

currently must fund its own collections activities, even though an ARGS’s choice 968

customers are already paying for the collection activities of the utility.  969

970
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Q. Is the rate of collection increased when the same party that bills customers 971

collects on the outstanding accounts?972

A. Yes.  In utilities that do not have POR, utilities bill ARGS customers, and the 973

ARGS customers pay the utility, which later remits the payment to the ARGS.  974

However, after a customer account becomes past due, the utility relinquishes all 975

collections responsibility and it becomes the ARGS’s responsibility to collect on 976

the past due accounts.  It is more difficult for ARGSs to collect on these accounts 977

because the customer is not accustomed to receiving a bill from the ARGS.  Thus, 978

in addition to a delinquent account, there is an additional possibility for customer 979

confusion.  Because of the disconnect between the sender of the first bill (the 980

utility) and subsequent collections efforts, the customer is less likely to view the 981

ARGS as a party that the customer must pay, and therefore the customer is less 982

likely to pay.  This is likely reinforced if the customer calls the utility call center 983

and asks what it needs to pay to continue service, and is told that only the 984

distribution charges need to be paid to avoid service disconnection.  In my 985

experience, in every utility service territory where customers can avoid a service 986

shut-off by paying distribution charges only, a group of customers will become 987

aware of this aspect of the system and “game” the system by switching suppliers 988

to avoid paying commodity costs and paying only the distribution costs to 989

maintain service.990

991
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Q. Ultimately, what is the effect of the utilities’ inherent advantage associated 992

with collections?993

A. Because the utilities have inherent collections advantages, utilities have much 994

more success at collecting from customers that can pay but for whatever reason 995

choose to slow pay their bill, and thus utilities recover a greater percentage of 996

their accounts receivable.  In addition, because an ARGS will not typically be 997

able to differentiate between a slow payer and a non-payer, in light of the risk 998

associated with continuing to serve the customer while trying to discern such 999

practices, in the absence of POR, an ARGS will only serve the customers over 1000

time that pay their bills on time every time.  Since the utility can continue to serve 1001

and continue to reinforce payments, it can better determine which customers are 1002

slow payers and problem payers from the non-payers and better focus its efforts 1003

on the appropriate customers.  Simultaneously, a utility’s cost of collection is less 1004

than cost of collection for an ARGS.  Taken together, this means that an ARGS’s 1005

bad debt expense (i.e., the amount on unpaid accounts receivable plus cost of 1006

collections) will be greater than a utility’s bad debt expense if the ARGS is to 1007

serve anyone but the best paying customers, all other aspects being equal, to the 1008

detriment of consumers.1009

1010

Q. How would a POR program help ARGSs offer more competitive prices?1011

A. The short answer is that a POR program brings an ARGS’s bad debt expense 1012

more into line with that of a utility and allows the ARGS to offer its  products to a 1013

much wider base of customers, without focus on which customers pay timely, 1014
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which pay slowly, and which do not pay at all.  Since the costs associated with 1015

locating, soliciting, acquiring, and maintaining a customer are significant, the 1016

wider the base of customers that are eligible for the products, the lower such costs 1017

are because of a higher take rate.  This allows the ARGS to be more aggressive 1018

with lower pricing, because acquisition costs decrease as a higher percentage of 1019

customers take the offers.  While a POR program does not increase a utility’s 1020

costs or diminish the utility’s ability to recover costs, it significantly reduces an 1021

ARGS’s costs.  Reduced costs make it easier for an ARGS to offer competitive 1022

prices to a wider base of customers.1023

1024

4. POR Does Not Affect Utilities’ Ability To Fully Recover Costs1025

Q. Why would a utility assume the additional risk and cost of purchasing 1026

ARGSs’ receivables?1027

A. Utilities are willing to assume the responsibility of purchasing alternative 1028

suppliers’ receivables when the utilities know that it will receive 100% recovery 1029

of an ARGS’s receivables.  With a POR program, a utility typically recovers these 1030

costs through either a discount rate applied to the purchase of ARGSs’ 1031

receivables, or an uncollectible expense rider, or a combination of the two.  For 1032

example, my understanding is that the Commission approved a blended discount 1033

rate coupled with a true-up mechanism through the preexisting uncollectable rider 1034

that is intended to fully compensate Ameren’s electric utility for any uncollectable 1035

expense.  (See ICC Docket Nos. 08-0619 to -621 (cons.), Final Order dated 1036

August 19, 2009 at 6.)  In setting up a future gas POR program, Ameren will be 1037
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able to draw upon its experience in designing and starting up its electric POR 1038

program to ensure full functionality and cost recovery.1039

1040

Q. Will a POR program be an additional cost to Ameren?1041

A. No.  As discussed above, a discount rate could be applied to the purchase of an 1042

ARGS's receivables to have the exact same effect as an uncollectable expense 1043

rider.  Thus, it is revenue neutral for utilities.1044

1045

Q. In sum, are you saying that a POR program will not be an additional cost to 1046

the utilities or ratepayers, but rather a POR program will ultimately result in 1047

lower prices and a wider array of competitive products customers?1048

A. Yes.  A POR program would not cost Ameren anything, because Ameren would 1049

be able to recover 100% of its respective costs related to uncollectible accounts.  1050

Customers will not pay additional costs because bad debt expense is already being 1051

paid for by those customers.  However, a POR program will enable more ARGSs 1052

to participate in the market with a wider variety of competitive products to offer 1053

to a wider base of customers, making the market more competitive for all 1054

customers.  Ultimately this makes the natural gas market in Illinois more 1055

competitive.1056
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5. POR Programs In Other States And The1057
Electric POR Program Implemented By Ameren 1058
Provide Instructive Examples For Developing A1059
Natural Gas POR Program For The Ameren Service Territory1060

Q. Are there any utilities in other states that have natural gas POR programs?1061

A. Yes.  As stated previously, with the exception of Illinois, wherever there is a mass 1062

market customer choice, there is a POR program.  As a result, POR is part of 1063

customer choice programs in at least nine (9) other states.  Many natural gas 1064

utilities throughout the country have successfully implemented their POR 1065

programs.  1066

1067

Q. Do electric utilities offer POR programs as well?1068

A. Yes.  Electric utilities in Indiana, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, 1069

Virginia, Maryland, and Michigan offer POR programs as well.  More recently, 1070

the Illinois legislature required that electric utilities in the state to implement 1071

POR. Ameren currently has a POR tariff on the electric side, which the 1072

Commission approved in ICC Docket Nos. 08-0619 to -621 (cons.).  1073

Commonwealth Edison Company is still working through some of the details of 1074

its POR tariff in ICC Docket No. 10-0138, which is currently pending on 1075

rehearing.1076

1077

Q. What has been the effect of POR programs on competitive markets in other 1078

states?1079

A. Utility POR programs have increased competition in a number of states.  1080

According to the United State Energy Information Administration statistics, all 1081
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the states that have a greater than 10% customer participation in customer choice 1082

programs have utilities that offer some form of POR program.  These states are 1083

Michigan, New York, Ohio, Maryland, Wyoming and Nebraska.  In 2009, there 1084

was no state with over 50% of its residential customers eligible for choice and 1085

without a utility POR program that had greater than 10% customer choice 1086

participation.  1087

POR undoubtedly makes a natural gas choice program more competitive for a 1088

number of reasons.  First, more suppliers are willing to enter the market because 1089

of the lower upfront capital costs.  Second, more customers are willing to switch 1090

to suppliers because of the convenience of only receiving and paying one gas bill.  1091

Finally, alternative suppliers can offer customers lower prices and more products 1092

because of the supplier’s reduced billing and collection costs.  In my experience, a 1093

POR program is probably the most important elements to a successful natural gas 1094

choice program.1095

1096

D. A Properly-Adjusted Price-To-Compare 1097
Provides Customers With Necessary Information1098

Q. What is a Price-to-Compare?1099

A. A Price-to-Compare is the “all-in” price of a utility product.  This is a very 1100

important component in an appropriately designed mass market customer choice 1101

program.1102

1103
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Q. Why is establish a Price-to-Compare important to developing mass market 1104

competition?1105

A. A Price-to-Compare provides customers with a touchstone against which to 1106

compare product offerings from ARGSs.  The more accurate and understandable 1107

the information available to customers, the better decisions the customers will be 1108

able to make.1109

1110

Q. What are the requirements for a useful Price-to-Compare?1111

A. In order to be useful, a Price-to-Compare must truly be “all-in.”  In other words, 1112

the utility price must reflect the utility’s true costs of acquisition, which include 1113

not only the commodity but hedging, demand charges, storage charges, 1114

reconciliation for over-/under-recovery, and all other costs that are incurred in 1115

support of supplying a customer with natural gas.1116

1117

Q. What happens if the Price-to-Compare does not include any of those 1118

elements?1119

A. Essentially, if the Price-to-Compare fails to include all of the necessary elements, 1120

it will be sending a false price signal.  This would be a quintessential example of 1121

an “apples-to-oranges” comparison situation, rather than an “apples-to-apples” 1122

situation that should result from a proper Price-to-Compare.  1123

For example, if a natural gas utility incurs costs related to hedging, those costs are 1124

incurred in support of sales customers only, and thus should only be recovered 1125

from sales customers.  If those costs are not reflected in the Price-to-Compare, 1126
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either: (1) the utility commodity charge looks artificially low to the customer 1127

making a decision; or (2) if those costs are recovered from all customers 1128

(including choice customers) and not earmarked specifically for sales customers, 1129

then sales customers are paying costs that they did not cause.  Both of these 1130

scenarios make the utility offering look more competitive relative to an ARGS 1131

product than would be justified by relative costs, creating a hidden subsidy and 1132

reducing potential savings for customers. 1133

1134

Q. Are there any other benefits to a properly set Price-to-Compare?1135

A. Yes.  A well-educated customer is the best customer; an accessible and 1136

understandable Price-to-Compare helps put products in terms that the customer 1137

can understand and use to compare.  Along with other customer education, a 1138

proper Price-to-Compare will help ensure that each customer picks the right 1139

products for his or her needs, leading to more satisfied customers and a lowered 1140

probability for abuses and bad supplier behavior.1141

1142

VI.1143

CONCLUSION1144

Q. Please summarize the conclusions and recommendations made in your Direct 1145

Testimony.1146

A. A properly designed choice program benefits all stakeholders.  Proper design 1147

ensures that customers receive lower costs and get access to products that best suit 1148

their individual preferences; utilities fully recover all of their costs and face 1149
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reduced commodity-related risk; the Commission sees its pro-competitive policies 1150

executed; and ARGS have greater access to broader markets.  When properly 1151

designed, the result is that every stakeholder wins, no stakeholder loses, and no 1152

stakeholder breaks even.1153

Ameren has the basic building blocks and relevant experience in place to develop 1154

a competitive marketplace for its mass market natural gas customers.  As long as 1155

Ameren includes or accounts for the four critical elements -- utility support, POR, 1156

proper allocation of supply costs, and a properly adjusted Price-to-Compare--1157

along with the suggested features, Ameren can build a robust and well-1158

functioning residential competitive market.  If Ameren proposes a competitive 1159

natural gas choice program within the parameters described, the Commission 1160

should approve it.1161

1162

Q. Does this conclude your testimony?1163

A. Yes.1164


